Long-lasting molecular alignment: fact or fiction?
It has been suggested that appropriate periodic sequences of laser pulses can maintain molecular alignment for arbitrarily long times [J. Ortigoso, Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 073001 (2004)]. These aligned states are found among the cyclic eigenstates of truncated matrix representations of the one-period time propagator U(T,0). However, long time localization of periodic driven systems depends on the nature of the spectrum of their exact propagator; if it is continuous, eigenstates of finite-basis propagators cease to be cyclic, in the long time limit, under the exact time evolution. We show that, for very weak laser intensities, the evolution operator of the system has a point spectrum for most laser frequencies, but for the laser powers needed to create aligned wave packets it is unknown if U(T,0) has a point spectrum or a singular continuous spectrum. For this regime, we obtain error bounds on the exact time evolution of rotational wave packets that allow us to determine that truncated aligned cyclic states do not lose their alignment for millions of rotational periods when they evolve under the action of the exact time propagator.